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Do you have
problems with...
... algae in your water features?
... mineral scaling in your irrigation water feed?
... increased fertilizer and herbicide use?
... slow turf growth and diminished greening?

Contact ClearTech today for options
around your irrigation water treatment or
decorative water feature treatment today.

Wherever there’s water
1-800-387-7503 • www.cleartech.ca
Vancouver • Calgary • Edmonton • Saskatoon • Regina • Winnipeg • Toronto • Montréal
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MESSAGE

President’s

I would like to remind everyone that the Challenge Cup is
fast approaching. Registration is now open. Please get your team
registered to participate in this great event.

by ROBIN SADLER, MS, AGS
AGSA President
Superintendent Silvertip Resort

S

pring and the 2017 golf season is upon
us. During the past two years we have had
uncharacteristically early springs, whereas this year has been a
little more typical. There seems to be a very positive buzz from
around the province about courses overwintering well, and I wish
nothing but heathy turfgrass for everyone.
It has been a very busy winter for the AGSA board, with many
initiatives on the go. We are all very excited about our Loft 8
agreement that provides further clothing options for member clubs
at considerable discounts. I would encourage everyone to become
familiar with the program details sent out in the press release,
and to take advantage of this. It is the first such agreement in the
country, and we look forward to building this program for the years
to come.
Another project underway is the complete redesign of our
website. Work is currently being carried out to update and enhance
it, with the hopes to have a fully functional website by the end of
the year. You have all seen the option for paying memberships with
an e-commerce platform, and we look forward to providing further
options for online payments of other AGSA events in the months
to come.
A couple of new developments that are affecting Alberta’s golf
clubs in 2017, are the minimum wage increases and the carbon
tax. Inquiries have been made by the AGSA, requesting further
information and options in both areas. Unfortunately, everything
seems to lead to the fact that both are here to stay and will be a cost
of doing business for golf clubs. I would encourage everyone to look
into both Provincial and Federal programs to help out with wages.
There definitely are options out there that can assist with this.
Reid Solodan is chairing this year’s Property Managers Conference, and he has assembled a very dynamic committee that looks
to be putting together a strong show. A lot of effort has already been
put forth to continue to evolve the program adding to its strength
and integrity. Thanks to all on the committee for your efforts.

Registration for the CanAm Cup (Fall Field Day) is now open.
You can visit www.thecanamcup.com for more details and online
registration. The AGSA Championship will send the low gross and
low net champions to this event, as per usual. There is one further
stipulation to this year’s championship; that the winners will have
to be a CGSA member, prior to the championship, to attend the
Can-Am Cup. If that is not the case, we would move down the list
to the runners up and so forth to go to the event.
The AGSA is also looking into potentially doing a joint invoice
for association dues with the CGSA. Currently, the British Columbia
Golf Superintendents Association and Atlantic Golf Superintendents
Association are doing this. The board is very interested in your
thoughts, concerns and inputs on this matter. Feel free to contact
a board member, or Dennis, with any questions or comments.
The Second Annual Alberta Assistant Superintendent Golf
Tournament has taken place at Redtail Landing Golf Club.
Congratulations to the Assistants for another successful event.
Thanks to Stu Leachman and Travis Matijevich for organizing the
event along with all of the sponsors that donated.
The spring meeting was recently held at D’arcy Ranch Golf
Club. Thank you to AGSA members Michael Roberts and Brady
Hobberstad for graciously hosting us and providing outstanding
conditions, and a perfect day of weather. I look forward to seeing
everyone on August 1st at Innisfail, for the AGSA Championship!

Ken Olsvik

A Turfgrass Service Company
Providing Custom Equipment
For Aeration,
Overseeding and Topdressing

specialty turf ad.indd 1

Box 10262
Airdrie, Alberta T4A 0H5
1-888-881-TURF (8873)
Bus:
403-948-9551
Cell: 403-818-6077
Fax:
403-948-9527
E-mail: kenolsvik@shaw.ca

20/01/2017 11:37:05 AM
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Ring Patch
REVIEWof Waitea Patchand orwhatBrownto look
out for.
(Waitea circinata var. circinata)
by KATIE DODSON
Prairie Turfgrass Research Centre

O

ne of the many benefits of working
in Alberta’s turfgrass industry is that
disease and insects are rarely a problem.
Without a doubt, snow molds (Microdochium nivale and Typhula
ishikariensis) are the primary disease pressure one deals with,
however other diseases are coming under the radar at the PTRC.
Take-all patch in creeping bentgrass is another more common
issue, and was touched upon in A Touch of Green’s (June 2016
edition) article: What are you Feeding your Turf?, however another
disease complex that is popping up in Alberta is Rhizoctonia spp..
Rhizoctonia spp. is a complex of diseases that affect both
cool season and warm season grasses, and result in a number
of symptoms depending on height of cut, species affected,
and location (Smiley et al., 2005). The two to keep in mind in
Alberta are: R. solani (Brown Patch), and Waitea circinata var.
circinata (Waitea patch or Brown Ring Patch). The two diseases
have different symptoms and occur under varying environmental
conditions, which make it easier to distinguish between them.

For all your construction needs

Brown patch (R. solani) typically occurs when the daily
low temperatures stay above 16°C, which is why this disease
is typically not seen in Alberta. Brown patch affects all cool
season grasses, forming symptoms of small (5cm diameter) to

Garth Beetstra
CONSTRUCTION LTD.

Specializing in:
New golf course construction
Golf course renovations
Project Management/Supervision Design
30 years experience gained on projects in Canada & Europe
1026 14th Street, Canmore, Alberta, Canada T1W 1V5
Cell: (403)

678-7051

email: gbeetstr@gmail.com

large (60cm diameter) circular patches of blighted turf that
typically look purplish green to brown depending on the age of
the infection. On humid days, the margins of the patch may have
a ‘smoke ring’ of dark purple – grayish brown border, where the
fungus is actively growing and infesting the turf (Smiley et al.,
2005). In order to observe the smoke ring appearance, you have
to catch it in the early morning when dew is still present on the
turf, so it is not always the best indicator for Brown patch. Only
one sample that has come across our desk at the PTRC has had
evidence of brown patch. However, the Superintendent was using
a permeable tarping system to help with spring green-up, and a
few extraordinarily warm days in April caused the pathogen to
become active, which is why we were able to observe it in the lab.
Waitea patch, on the other hand, is a Rhizoctonia disease
that we have observed out in the field in Alberta. Most reports
of Waitea patch in North America have occurred on annual
bluegrass, however the disease has also been observed on
creeping bentgrass in Japan (Toda et al., 2005; Hsiang and de
la Cerda, 2011), Kentucky bluegrass (Hsiang and de la Cerda,
2011), and rough stalk bluegrass (Chen et al., 2007). Waitea
patch is considered a ‘new’ disease of annual bluegrass in North
America, with the first incidences being confirmed in California
ten years ago (Chen et al., 2007). The temperature range of this
disease makes it intriguing because at first it was thought to only
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be active when temperatures were warm (25 – 32°C); however,
it is being increasingly observed in the spring when temperatures
are above 10°C. On poa annua putting surfaces, Waitea looks
like thin, irregular shaped rings that are generally bright yellow
in colour and are approximately 10-30 cm in diameter (Kaminski
and Wong, 2009). On creeping bentgrass, the irregular margins
are more reminiscent of take-all patch, with darker brown – tan
colour, but typically still consist of thin irregularly shaped rings.
Aerial mycelia can be produced by the pathogen when wet
conditions persist. Waitea typically infects both above ground
and below ground parts of the plant and can quickly invade and
degrade thatch (Kaminski and Wong, 2009. Putting surfaces that
are high in organic matter, and/or are maintained with low fertility
levels, often have more severe symptoms (Vincelli et al., 2017).
Unlike its cousin Brown patch, Waitea patch is more aggressive
and can degrade thatch quickly causing sunken rings on putting
surfaces. Low fertility levels in greens that are maintained on the
dry side tend to have worse damage from Waitea patch (Vincelli
et al., 2017).
There are a number of options for minimizing Waitea patch.
In general, an application of 0.25kgN*100m2 (0.5lbsN*1000ft2) in
any form will help the plants to recover (Wong, 2011). If greens
are on a Primo (trinexacpac ethyl) program, it is best to stop

ANY BRAND
ANY MODEL
ANY BUDGET

applications to promote recovery of annual bluegrass (McDonald
et al., 2014). Fungicide efficacy trials have had variable results,
but in general Azoxystrobin, fludioxonil, metconazole, polyoxin D,
tebuconazole, and triticonazole all have shown good to excellent
control when applied twice at high label rates, and alongside a
nitrogen application (Vincelli et al., 2017; McDonald et al., 2014).
Waitea is something to keep an eye out for if you’re on a lean
and mean greens fertility program, and may be confused with a
late spring pink snow mold (microdochium nivale), as it has been
observed in Alberta and other parts of Canada.

References:
Chen, C.M., G.W. Douhan, and F.P. Wong. 2007. First Report of Waitea circinata var. circinata Causing
Brown Ring Patch on Poa Trivialis in California. Plant Dis. 91:1687.
Hsiang, T. and K. de la Cerda. 2011. Rhizoctonia diseases of Turfgrasses. OTRF final report. Available
at: http://www.otrf.ca/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/Use-as-Final-for-Plant-Pathology-Brown-PatchRhizoctonia-diseases-Hsiang-.pdf
Kaminski, J. and F.P. Wong. 2009. Brown Ring Patch. University of Connecticut Cooperative Extension
System. Available at: www.turf.uconn.edu/pdf/research/factsheets/Disease_Brown_Ring_Patch.pdf
McDonald, S.J., R. Grala, B.B. Clarke. 2014. Reducing brown ring patch severity on Poa annua
greens. Golf Course Management. March 2014. Available at: http://gcmdigital.gcsaa.org/i/265582mar-2014/104
Smiley, R.W, P.H. Dernoeden, B.B. Clarke. 2005. Compendium of Turfgrass Diseases 3rd ed. The
American Phytopathological Society. ST. Paul. Minnesota.
Toda, T., T. Mushika, T. Hayakawa. 2005. Brown Ring Patch: A new disease on bentgrass caused by
Waitea circinata var. circinata. Plant Disease 89:536-542.

Western Canada’s leader in Premium Used Turf Equipment
www.prairieturfequipment.com

204-515-2121
info@prairieturfequipment.com
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SPRING MEETING

AGSA

by CAMERON KUSIEK
AGSA Director
Superintendent River Bend Golf & Rec Area

RESULTS: Team Prizes

T

his year’s spring meeting took place on
June 20th at D’arcy Ranch Golf Club. The
day started off with a tremendous presentation by Paul Giordano
of Bayer Crop Science. He spoke of “Perception vs Reality”
which is very relevant considering how easy it is for the public
to be swayed by the abundant information available from various
sources in our digital world. Much of what is often discussed as
“scientific” is often uncreditable or lacking scientific proof.
Following Paul’s presentation, we had our regular spring
meeting for members. Some great discussions took place. After our
meeting, industry sponsors joined us for lunch. Our professional
association could not do what it does without the support of the
industry. We cannot thank you enough. Please take the time to
show your gratitude to these individuals and please consider these
products/services. After lunch, we were treated to a spectacular
golf experience with a 1:00 shotgun. Forty nine members and
eighteen suppliers enjoyed an amazing golf experience topped
off with spectacular
weather and views
of the Rockies.
Mike
Roberts
(Superintendent),
Brady Hobberstad
(Assistant), and their
team had the course
in
outstanding
condition. What a
track!
LtoR: Mike Roberts and Robin Sadler
Golf was followed by a fantastic steak dinner and some
prizing. A few individuals went away with some prizes, but all
members and sponsors went away feeling like winners after a
wonderful day. We look forward to another great event at the
AGSA Championship on August 1st at Innisfail Golf Club with host
Superintendent Dwayne Simpson. Winners of both Low Gross and
Low Net will qualify for the CAN-AM Cup in October.

1ST PLACE (132 ) LtoR: Paul Krug, David Kuypers,
Tom Morrison, Pete Francis

2ND PLACE (134 ) LtoR: Mike Roberts, John Halpen,
Shawn Marjoram, Cory Brown

3RD PLACE (135 ) LtoR: Dean Zilinski, Wade Bishop,
Mike Loewen, Mitch Davidson

MEMBERS

New
We supply high quality products
in conjunction with expertise and
exceptional service.
Distributors of:

Ryley McDonald
Jared Hystad
Scott Wilkie
Dean Clarke
Carla Day
Luc Deeg
Braeden Rogers
Justin Smidt
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Assistant , Blue Devil Golf Club
Superintendent , Pine Hills Golf Club
Assistant , River’s Edge Golf Club
Superintendent, Sirocco Golf Club
Assistant, Springbank Links
Assistant, Muirfield Lakes Golf Club
Superintendent, The Nursery Golf & Country Club
2nd Assistant, The Glencoe Golf & Country Club

MOVE

On the
Clark’s Supply & Service Ltd.

124 Orchard Way, Strathmore, AB T1P 1R8

Phone 1-866-224-8873
or 403-901-0018

Check out our web site for all the lines we carry!

www.clarkssupply.com

Versa-Green

NOTICE OF MEETING
DATE:

August 1, 2017

LOCATION:

Innisfail Golf Club, Innisfail, AB

HOST SUPERINTENDENT:

Dwayne Simpson

9:30 – 10:00am

Registration

10:00 – 11:30am

Summer Meeting (Dress Code in Effect)

11:30 – 1:00pm

Lunch

1:00

AGSA Championship Golf Tournament

6:00pm

Dinner
Dinner and prizes will follow golf.

Ensure that you submit a current golfing
Index when you register for this event.

Aaron Francoeur

From 	Superintendent,
Coloniale Golf & CC
To 	Superintendent,
Cougar Creek Golf Resort

Cameron Argue

From 	Assistant Superintendent
Coloniale Golf & CC
To
Superintendent
Coloniale Golf & CC

Jacob Meliefste

From 	Assistant Superintendent
Jagare Ridge Golf Course
To 	Assistant Superintendent
Windermere Golf & CC

Robert Sklaruk

From 	Superintendent
Lewis Estates Golf Course
To
Greener Pastures

Colin Bablitz

From 	Assistant Superintendent
Pinebrook Golf Club
To
Greener Pastures

Bill Gregoire

From 	Superintendent
Cougar Creek Golf Club
To 	Superintendent
Stony Plain Golf Club

REMEMBER

Dates to

July 16-18, 2017.................. Challenge Cup

Copper Point Resort, Invermere, AB
August 1, 2017...................... AGSA Championship
Innisfail Golf Club, Innisfail, AB
September 19, 2017.......... Fall Meeting
Highlands Golf Club, Edmonton, AB
October 23 & 24, 2017..... C
 GSA Can/Am Cup
Baltusrol Golf Club, New Jersey
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TOURNAMENT

Assistant Superintendents
by TRAVIS MATIJEVICH
Assistant Superintendent, Silver Springs Golf and Country Club

STU LEACHMAN

Senior Assistant Superintendent, Country Hills Golf Club

The Winning Team LtoR
Leandro Avveduti, Morgan Lavallee, Gary Bodner and Colby Beaton

T

he second annual Alberta Assistant Superintendent Golf
Tournament was held Tuesday May 30th at Redtail Landing
Golf Club in Edmonton. The event kicked off with an 8am shotgun
on a cool and very windy morning. The field was comprised
of 48 players. 37 Assistant Superintendents representing 30
different golf courses from throughout the province along with
11 industry partners combined for a great day of traditional
links style golf. The winning team, with a score of 62, was Colby
Beaton from Pinebrook, Morgan Lavallee from Redtail Landing,
Leandro Avveduti from Northern Bear, and Gary Bodner from
Martin Deerline. Again this year, there were two great draw prizes
available. The first was a full conference package to the AGSA
Property Managers Conference in November. Brad Eshpeter,
Superintendent at Redtail Landing and AGSA Past President
provided the honours of drawing the first name from the hat. The
winner of this generous prize was Reuben Kopp of Blackhawk
Golf Club. The second draw prize was a CGSA gift card valued at
$250 which could be redeemed for anything related to the CGSA
such as conference registration or membership. Chris Prodahl,
Superintendent at the Glendale Golf and Country Club and CGSA
champion, was on hand to draw the second name from the hat for
this prize. Congratulations went to Karen Rumohr of the Edmonton
Petroleum Golf & Country Club as the winner.

Once again, we had fantastic industry support for the event.
Without sponsorship from these great companies and people, this
tournament would not be possible. We would like to extend our
sincere gratitude and appreciation to our sponsors for supporting
the event and taking the time to attend the event as well.
Our Thanks to…

KESO Turf Supplies

AP Irrigation

Martin Deerline Equipment

Brett Young

Mill Creek Sand and Gravel

Consolidated Turf Equipment

Oakcreek Golf and Turf

Dandy Oil Products

Plant Health Division

Echo Valley irrigation

Syngenta

CPS – Evergro

Wood Bay Turf Tech

Alberta Golf Superintendents Association
The Canadian Golf Superintendents Association

Over 350 Golf Courses supplied.
Quality Bentgrass sod.

1-800-267-7763

info@bossod.com
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Finally, an enormous amount of thanks goes out to the
Redtail Landing Golf Club. It is a lofty expectation on our part for
a golf club to entertain and host a tournament such as this. The
support of the staff at Redtail and their receptiveness to our event
is immensely appreciated by all who attended. The tournament
committee cannot extend enough gratitude for allowing us to
host this event at such a great facility. Thanks to head pro Josh
Davison and all his staff in the pro shop and back shop. Thanks to

Reuben Kopp, winner of a full
conference package to the AGSA
Property Managers Conference

Executive Chef Dean Stefanic and all the
food and beverage team for a great meal
and service. A tremendous amount of
thanks to Superintendent Brad Eshpeter
and his Assistant Gerry Blatz, not only
for providing a great golf experience, but also for all their help
organizing the day.
Lastly, thanks to everyone who registered and played in the
event. Some people travelled a significant distance to participate
and we hope the day was worth the effort. The tournament was
organized to give Assistant Superintendent the opportunity to
network with their colleagues, interact with industry supporters,
and enjoy a fun round of golf. We hope we achieved this for
everyone and hope to see you next year. While not yet determined,
we will endeavor to host the tournament in another part of the
province. Have a great rest of the season.

G O L F

Consider us part of your crew.
• Tru-Turf Rollers • Dakota Topdressers • Falcon Covered Spray Booms
• SGM Topdressing Brushes • Wiedenmann Deep Tine Aerators • Bayco Golf • Foley Grinders • Lastec Mowers
• Buffalo Turbine • Golf-Lift • AerWay • AgriMetal Vacuums & Blowers

1.877.627.8468
martindeerline.com
17104-118 Ave. Edmonton
11184-42 St. Calgary

Official
Golf
Equipment
Supplier
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LEAVING A
FOR SUPERI

The Canadian golf industry lost one of

S

id Puddicombe was a long time supporter of the Canadian Golf
Superintendents Association, serving as the Alberta Director
for two years, and then becoming CGSA President in 1974. He was
nationally recognized by his peers as the CGSA Superintendent of
the Year in 1981. Sid was the first Superintendent in Canada to be
elected for this honor by fellow Superintendents; this speaks to the
widespread impact Sid had on this industry. As a Superintendent,
he was good friends with another well known Superintendent
of that era, John B. Steele from the St. Charles Country Club in
Winnipeg. The John B. Steele award is now CGSA’s crowning
achievement in the turfgrass world, and exemplifies those who
have been dedicated to serving the Superintendent’s profession,
both regionally and nationally. Sid won this award from the
CGSA in 1987. For many years, Sid sat on the CGSA selection
committee for the Toro Future Superintendent of the Year award.
This award has impacted numerous Canadians who have gone on
to successful careers in turfgrass management.
Sid was a great father, husband and leader in the business of
golf. His three sons have carried on the tradition of greenskeeping
and golf course construction throughout western Canada, as
well as across the globe. Sid filled a room with his vibrant smile
and optimistic outlook. He will be sorely missed by all turfgrass
professionals.
Here is what some former employees and well known AGSA
members have said about Sid…

“I first met Sid Puddicombe in 1968, when
he became the Superintendent at the Mayfair
Golf and Country Club, where I was working
on the grounds crew. I was privileged to work
with Sid for six years, and he encouraged
me to pursue a career in golf course
maintenance. With his mentoring, I became
the Superintendent at the Red Deer Golf and
Country Club and enjoyed a long and enjoyable
career there.
I was fortunate to be able to continue the
relationship with Sid and his family, through
their family company, Puddicombe Golf.
Together we worked on a few golf course
renovation projects.
Throughout my long relationship with
Sid, I always appreciated his mentorship, not
only for me, but a whole host of others who
have benefited from his help. I admired Sid’s
commitment for the advancement of the golf
course Superintendent profession, both in
Alberta and nationally.
Sid’s presence will be greatly missed.”
~ Wayne Brown, former Superintendent,
Red Deer Golf & Country Club
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A LEGACY
INTENDENTS
contributors Kathryn Wood, Debbie Amirault,
Wayne Brown and Dean Morrison

f its great leaders in Sid Puddicombe.
“As far as I know, Sid was the
first Superintendent to hire women
to work on a golf course in Canada.
I thought it would be great to work
outside, and Sid hired me from my
waitress position at the Mayfair,
onto the grounds crew. He has been
a mentor to me and many other
Superintendents in the business
(Wayne Brown and Dean Morrison
to name just two).
Sid thought education was
very important, and he and Garry
McCullough set up the Olds
Turfgrass School at Olds College
in the early 1980’s. This two day
education and equipment show
featured some of the top turfgrass
speakers in North America. The
speakers loved coming to Olds, as
Sid would take them to Banff first,

and show them the sites. Many
Superintendents in those days
did not go to school for turf, and
this was a great learning place at
a reasonable cost with everyone
staying in the dorm rooms. Years
later, Sid spearheaded the start of
the Turfgrass Program at Fairview
College and sat on its Advisory
Committee for many years.
Sid was not only a leader in
turf, but was the first in Canada
to experiment with tarps. He first
did this by putting a greenhouse
structure on the putting green at
the Mayfair, and getting the poa
out of dormancy earlier, and then
experimented with different types
of plastic covers that continue to be
used today. Sid knew more about
poa than anyone I know, and one

time he actually got some poa seed
from Sweden (when it was illegal)
just to see if it was any better!
Sid loved all golf courses, and
it did not matter if you were from a
small 9 hole course or private club.
He lent machinery to clubs who
didn’t have the budget for aerators,
verti-cutters etc.. I remember one
Superintendent from the Edmonton
area, who had a very small budget,
and would come every spring to see
if Sid had any old flag poles or cups
he could have. Sid always kept the
old ones when he purchased new
ones, just to give to him.”
~ Debbie Amirault
, former Superintendent at
The Royal Mayfair Golf Club

Sid Puddicombe was the leader in establishing what Alberta Superintendents have today. He was the godfather
of our profession. If you needed help, he was the first to be called, and he would be there immediately to help out.
We have lost the greatest influence in Alberta turfgrass history. RIP Sid. You will be greatly missed.
~ Dean Morrison, Superintendent, Calgary Golf & Country Club
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CGSA

Report

by DUSTIN ZDAN
CGSA Alberta Director

I

t’s
membership
time at the CGSA
and I am often asked
what the value of membership is. Of
course there are the items we receive
from membership: a pin, Greensmaster,
access to special events, the “Canadian”
conference, but really what is most
valuable is what that membership card
means. The CGSA just celebrated its 50
year anniversary and that is truly one of
the biggest benefits of membership. What
has happened to our profession from
the early days until now has changed
the landscape for Golf Superintendents
across this country. We now benefit from
all the hard work our association did in
those past years. We are looked upon as
an equal partner with all the Golf Industry
Associations, and a leader in many fronts
on various golf issues. We have a seat at
the table when it comes to dealing with
Governments, and their arm’s length
associations, like the PMRA. Where would
we be on the compensation front had
the association not fought hard to make
surveys relevant and steadily increased
the annual salaries of Superintendents
across every province? Environmental
issues have always surfaced over the
years, but because of the foundation our
association has laid, we are respected
when we respond. Many have volunteered
to keep that CGSA Logo held in high
esteem, like every one of us on the
board today, and we thank them for their
dedication. Whether you have “CGSA
member”, “AGS” or “MS” after your name

on your business card, that distinction is
what counts! It is the realization of how
important the association is to every
single individual with a Superintendent,
Assistant or Technician title at their golf
club. We must be proud of the CGSA and
its previous 50 years, and I hope you will
join me as we enter into the next 50!
Registration is now open for
the CANAM CUP! Check out www.
thecanamcup.com for all the info needed,
but don’t delay as spots are limited.This
event is shaping up nicely, and Baltusrol
and Canoe Brook will be second to none
in hosting the CGSA and the GCSAA. Why
not get away to New Jersey/New York for
a once in a lifetime event? Save the date,
October 23 & 24 will be a great couple
of days.
The AGSA meeting and golf schedule
is sure looking like a great one this
season. The Assistants tournament was
recently held at Redtail Landing Golf Club
in Edmonton. We want to thank Travis
Matijevich and Stu Leachman for their
hard work organizing this tournament.
Now in its second year, it has been a
tremendous success. The spring meeting
was recently held at D’arcy Ranch Golf
Club. Host Superintendent Mike Roberts
had “The Ranch” in great shape for our
visit. There was great discussion on
expanding membership and joint billing,
so stay tuned for further developments.
Just around the corner is the midsummer break, known as the Challenge
Cup! This is a great team building couple
of days for your club, while getting away
from the day to day grind. If you can fit it
in to your schedule, July 16-18 is always
a top notch event.

As we get later in the summer season,
the big event on the AGSA calendar is
the Championship. This year Dwayne
Simpson will host us at the Innisfail Golf
& Country Club on August 1st. As always,
the champions from this event will attend
the Fall Field Day, known as the CanAm
Cup this year. It is also important to note
that only CGSA members will be eligible
to attend the event. One more reason to
get your membership!
The fall meeting this year will be
back up north at the Highlands Golf Club
in Edmonton on September 19th. We
look forward to a late season visit to host
Superintendent Jamie Gansauge and his
facility. An outstanding season is in store
for our meetings and events, please do
your part and participate.
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SUPERINTENDENT

Profile

was a grouchy old guy who, despite knowing I hadn’t paid my
green fees, always smiled and waved while making his rounds,
putting out the sprinklers. After stints as a Fishing Guide (on Great
Bear Lake) and drilling oil and gas wells, I decided to stay closer
to home. The golf club hired me because I was there all the time
anyway, so I might as well have been working.
If I hadn’t chosen a career as a golf course Superintendent I likely
would have stayed in the guiding and outfitting business. Taking
rich Americans into the wilderness was always entertaining.

Mike Kroening

Superintendent at Nanton Golf Club
Where were you born and raised?
I was born and raised in Ponoka, Alberta, back in prehistoric times
– the 60s; in a great community, with a beautiful golf course,
where I ran free as a kid.
Did you come from a big or small family?
I guess you could say I come from a large family. My father had
17 brothers and sisters, so there are lots of cousins. My family
of origin was a group of six, including myself, my two sisters
and one brother. I suspect there were a lot more kids being born
before the invention of the internet.
Are you married with children?
I am very fortunate to have raised a set of twin daughters and a
son, who are now in their twenties and out living their lives to the
fullest. My kids spent a lot of time at the golf course and helped
me out a lot as they grew up.
What made you decide on a career in turfgrass
management and what do you think your career would be
if you hadn’t become a Superintendent?
My decision to pursue turfgrass management as a career was
based solely on my passion for golf, which I had from a young
age. A trail through the bush at the end of the street where I lived,
led directly to the 6th tee on the Ponoka Golf Course. The Super

Tell us about your career and educational paths and how
long you have been at your current location?
I began my career as an Assistant Superintendent, at the Ponoka
Golf Club in 1987. I studied Turfgrass Management at Fairview
College from 1988 – 1990. That is when good times were had
by all, if I remember correctly; just ask Daryll Maxwell. In those
days, Fairview was the place to be, if a person wanted to pursue
a career in the turf business. It was nose-to-the-grindstone in
the education department, coupled with great camaraderie at the
local watering holes. After graduation, I stayed on for another year
in Ponoka practicing my wares under Scott Grant, before deciding
to venture out on my own. Golf was booming around Ponoka then,
with its expansion to 18 holes, a new clubhouse and automated
irrigation. I learned a lot during my time there. And that grouchy
old Super would stop in from time to time, to make sure we had
our priorities in order. His name was Don Lymburner and he was
a lifetime member of the C.G.S.A.
I landed the Superintendent job at the Nanton Golf Club, situated
on the edge of the Porcupine Hills, in 1991. I signed a two year
deal, loaded up my worldly possessions and took up residence in
the High River area. I soon discovered what a great area it was
to live in, with mountain views and mild winters. The golf course
had added nine holes (designed by GDS from Canmore) and was
a major contrast to the much older front nine. As the number of
yearly rounds increased, it became evident that the old soil-based
greens on the front would not handle the traffic. After much
debate, I was given the go-ahead to design and renovate the old
nine. The project was done in phases so as not to disrupt play too
badly; completing two or three holes per season. It was a very
hands-on project and I had the opportunity to work with some
great hands, namely my cousin Tim Whitman. As a former shaper
Continued on page 16
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and dirt guy who worked for the likes of Pete Dye, Coore and
Crenshaw, Von Hagge and Ron Whitman, Tim used his smooth
touch as a shaper to make my drawings a reality. The renovation
was done in-house and now accommodates upwards of 30,000
rounds a year.
Much has happened over the years while trying to keep pace with
an ever-changing golf market. New this and new that, as well as
continuing my education in Canada and the U.S., has kept me
busy throughout the years. I always say, “A golf course is never
done. When I’m gone, there’ll be plenty of work for someone
else.” I just looked at the calendar and realized that in March, 26
years ago, I signed the longest, two-year contract in history.
Tell us about your golf course and what your biggest
challenges are?
The Nanton Golf Course is what I dubbed “A club in the country,
not a country club.” The facility fits the bill for those who want
good conditions and a relaxing atmosphere. The course itself
offers almost four acres of putting surface (in good old, reliable
Pencross POA mix), multiple tee decks on each hole and water

coming into play on 11 of the 18 holes. 60 foot poplar and spruce
trees line the fairways and define each hole on the front nine;
penalizing players for errant shots. A meandering, yet sometimes
raging creek defines holes on the back nine, as well as aesthetic
water features on four holes on the high side. Errant shots on
the back nine often result in a reload for sure. There are 38,
well-placed bunkers and although it lacks yardage by today’s
standards, I don’t see the course record being shattered on a
regular basis.
The course has its challenges for sure. There are not many days
in this area that are not windy, making irrigation a nightmare
at times. It’s a touch breezy when you can stand in front of the
big nozzle on an old 670 and not get wet. The pipe system is
aging rapidly and, as a result, down time for repairs has become
a regular nuisance. Over the last decade, the towering poplar
stands have easily consumed 25% of my yearly operating budget.
In addition to competing with turf for valuable nutrients and
moisture, root systems alone cause major damage to pipe, drain
lines and cart paths. Surface roots cause damage to wheels,
rollers and blades on mowing equipment. Twigs, branches and
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yearly pruning keep the chipper going constantly, and fall cleanup with sweepers and blowers is exhausting. In my next life, NO
POPLAR TREES ALLOWED ON THE GOLF COURSE!!
I’m sure all of you will agree that staffing is a major challenge
anywhere and the costs associated with maintaining a golf course
have escalated to the point that making budgetary decisions are
more and more difficult. As a Club in the Country, you need to be
prepared for good and bad times, as well as the nasty wrenches
Mother Nature often throws at you.
How have you adopted new technology to assist with your
job?
Technology is a wonderful thing – it makes our lives easier. I
hardly remember the putting surfaces produced in the 70s and
80s, but I’m reminded from time to time, by watching Shell’s
Wonderful World of Golf. In many cases, I’m sure we’d be working
in the produce department at a grocery store, if our members
and guests had to play the greens at the 1975 U.S. Open. I
for one, appreciate the evolution of plant science and fertility.
Science paved the way to the putting surfaces we enjoy today,
with new fertilizers and chemicals that are readily available and
easily applied. Irrigation systems and grounds equipment have
advanced immensely over the years and, as in most industries,
the almighty computer has saved valuable time for those
looking for products and information. Personally, I’m not looking
forward to the day we send the fleet out in the morning, without
operators; I was never any good at video games.
How have you/or your course integrated social media into
your operation?
Social media seems to be the chosen form of communication
these days and the golf business has jumped on board for sure.
Web pages, Instagram and Facebook are all used to inform
patrons of current weather and course conditions, schedules
and prices. Posting job opportunities and upcoming events has
become the norm and with Facebook, you might even see what
Donald Trump is up to. Funny stuff.
In your opinion, how has the role of the Golf Course
Superintendent changed the most since your start in the
industry?
When I became a Superintendent, public perceptions seemed
to be that the grounds keeper was a Jack-of-all-Trades. Supers
shingled clubhouses, repaired equipment and tuned members’
carts, all while producing the conditions for the game. The hours
were long and, if seen away from the course, Supers were often
Continued on page 18
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asked why they weren’t working. Over time, the role has changed.
We now employ people in specialized roles, such as irrigation,
mechanical and spray techs, in addition to the ever-valuable
Assistants. That being said, my role as a Super is much more
administrative now, with a healthy mix of hands-on duties. These
days, I am more noticeable to the members as the Super, not the
Jack-of-all-Trades of years gone by. I am now very involved in
the day-to-day operations of the facility. I work closely with the
Head Pro, the Office Administrator and the Food and Beverage
Manager, to ensure our patrons enjoy their experience at the
course.
What advice would you give to an Assistant
Superintendent regarding what it takes to be a successful
Golf Course Superintendent?
Over the years, my Assistants received the same advice I did as a
young man: “Enjoy what you do and understand why you do it.” I
want them to be confident in their decision-making and trust their
education to apply their trade. A Superintendent must be a great
communicator, teacher and mentor to those he employs, and of
course, must be an ambassador for the club he works for. We are
often subjected to criticism and must learn from our mistakes.
When people are raving about your high quality putting greens,

Looking To Improve your Course
restoration and course improvements
are our specialty

smile and say, “Thank you”. Free beer from the members is
optional, but if they are buying, you must be doing a good job!
What is the most important event of the year for you and
your club?
The club hosts many tournaments each year and they all deserve
our best efforts. If I had to choose, the most important event
would be the Open Scramble. For 25 years, the Scramble has
drawn close to 300 players each year. It’s a double shotgun over
two days and the competition for cash and prizes is fierce. It’s
held at the end of July and the course is spit polished with word
of mouth as our best advertising.
What is your favorite travel destination?
The Canadian north is a great vacation but the golf business
unfortunately interferes with getting there during the summer. The
last few years I have spent a few weeks in the Mayan Riviera, to
escape the cold.
What golf course would you play if you had your choice?
I have seen all the top golf courses in the world on TV but one I
haven’t seen is Cabot Links. It is on Canada’s Cape Breton Island
and, from what I understand, is what golf was meant to be. The
designer and builder was Rod Whitman from Ponoka, AB; as
biased as this may sound, he’s the best in the business and his
work speaks for itself.
What do you like to do away from the course?
When I’m away from the golf course, my passion is the great
outdoors. Drifting rivers, camping, fly fishing and hunting are all
pastimes of mine. The mountains are a short drive from my home
and you can find me there whenever I get the opportunity.
Do you have any mentors?
I’m not able to single out any particular mentor but in the early
years of my career, there was a small group of guys I went to
college with and with whom I spent a lot of time on the phone.
We picked each others’ brains when we had questions that
needed answers and visited each others’ facilities to play golf and
compare notes. Networking with fellow Supers at events like The
Challenge Cup has been very helpful along the way.
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Is there anything else you would like to add?
I would like to thank the members of the A.G.S.A. for taking
our profession to the forefront of the golf industry. I have been
a member of the Association for 26 years and have seen many
positive changes resulting from time invested by the members
and Executive. My hat goes off to all of you.

2013-03-04 6:50 PM
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SPRAYERS

Minimize Downtime,
Maximize Effectiveness

by PHIL PATTISON-PERRY
Turfgrass Service Technician

T

here aren’t many turfgrass
management practices
that are as expensive and
time sensitive as spraying
chemicals. That makes
unscheduled downtime, or
inefficiency of spray equipment especially costly. Costly in wasted
product, ineffective labor, and poor results on your turf.
Including your sprayer in scheduled preventative maintenance
of engine & transmission systems, along with other equipment
is essential, but there’s more that should be done to eliminate
malfunctions. Just as cutting-units on a mower require specialized
maintenance, neglect of spray systems will cost you…in big ways
sooner or later, or in gradual ways that may escape notice, but
take a real bite out of your bottom line.
While the variety of turfcare done with spray has increased,
and the total volume sprayed has increased, the sophistication of
the equipment has also increased. It should be no surprise that
as routine operation has become easier, faster, and more precise,
maintenance requirements have also increased. Let’s look briefly
at a few key areas of any modern spray system: calibration,
filtration, valves, cleaning, and nozzles.

CALIBRATION
There are 2 common types of turf spray systems. The more
basic system displays ground speed, volume, rate, and pressure,
while rate control remains manual. Modern positive-displacement
pumps, typically diaphragm design, have the advantage of altering
volume, in proportion with changes in ground speed. This maintains
a fairly consistent spray rate through a moderate range of speeds.
More sophisticated systems have an electronic logic controller
that will vary volume based on changing ground speed to keep the
rate exact. (Tip: If operation on your course benefits from being
able to vary ground speed, choose a nozzle with that range in

mind. Eg. If you often need to slow down, choose a nozzle with the
target rate near the top of the specified pressure range. If being
able to travel faster occasionally would be a benefit, select the
opposite.)
Recently, turf sprayers have become available with technology
previously restricted to our fancy country cousins. The scale of
agricultural spray programs highlighted efficiencies gained from
the use of GPS mapping and individual nozzle valving. Now that
option is available in turf equipment.
What all of these systems share, is they calculate the
displayed values based on inputs from active sensors. The
monitor, or controller on complex systems, must be calibrated
to correctly interpret the signals from the sensors. Confirming
accurate calibration isn’t as difficult as one might imagine. Most
operators have changed units-of-measure for the rate display
(Gal/Acre, Gal/1000sq.ft, or L/Hectare), or set the boom-width
input, or programmed target rate(s). Calibration is just as easy.
Follow the manufacturer’s directions. Remember there may be a
separate operators manual for a spray system or a controller than
for the vehicle.
Continued on page 20
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FILTRATION

VALVES

Filters are your friends! If you find spray system filters to be
more of a nuisance than an asset, it’s probably not the filter’s fault.
The value of a basket filter to keep leaves and cell phones out of
the tank is obvious. Next in line is the suction filter, preventing
debris in the tank from getting any further. At the end of the
line, some spray techs install a little filter screen on each nozzle.
Though the screens are small, they can catch many particles of
debris, any one of which could otherwise be caught in the nozzle
and distort the spray pattern. Recently, turf sprayers have adapted
another tool from agricultural spraying; a pressure filter. This is a
filter assembly downstream of the pump. As well as protecting the
nozzles, it protects the flow-meter and valves. Unlike nozzle filters,
it’s a quick & easy single filter to check.

The transition away from solenoid activated valves to
motorized valves has provided a great increase in reliability and
longevity. With the solenoid valve designs that used to be common
in turf, disassembly and repair was commonly required to solve
slow, incomplete, or total failure to switch. Some techs chose
to rebuild solenoid valves every season to minimize breakdown.
That didn’t help when chemical debris created a little friction.
The electromagnetic pull just couldn’t compare with the motor &
gearbox actuating modern valves.

A given filter cannot be optimal in every situation. The goal
is to select filter screens with a “mesh size” fine enough to catch
debris that could get stuck in a nozzle, but not so fine that you
have to clean it excessively, nor that restricts flow.
Nozzles are the main variable, so a rule of thumb is to select
filter screen mesh based on nozzle size. Another variable is the
consistency of various chemicals you spray. With some chemicals,
the liquid may not seem any more viscous than water, yet the
flow will be restricted to the point of making it difficult to prime or
maintain your target rate.
Your equipment manufacturer will be able to provide you with
a selection guide specifying the mesh sizes available for each filter
location. Field testing is required to determine which filters work
best for your particular applications.

Another benefit is that the motorized valve can be used
for on/off boom control, and for infinitely variable rate/pressure
or agitation control. No more fiddling with regulators. However,
motorized valves can also malfunction if thorough chemical mixing
and periodic cleaning are neglected.
Wettable-powders no longer dominate spray products, but
they are still an economical part of the spray program at some
courses. Every experienced Superintendent and spray technician
has dealt with the frustration of poorly mixed powder, or agitation
that didn’t keep the particles in suspension.
Liquid based products promise to eliminate that powderpaste in filters and valves, but results in the real world vary. The
challenge is getting the liquid, AKA syrup, sometimes containing
grainy solids, thoroughly dissolved into solution in the first place.
There’s usually a time constraint when doing a spray app.
Sometimes it’s a turf emergency. Regardless, journeyman spray
techs will tell you that taking shortcuts with premixing doesn’t pay
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off. An increasing number of techs use an onboard pre-mix device.
Just pour in your chemical and let the eductor jet & venturi do the
work. On the other hand, many pros continue to use the tried &
true method of warm water in a 5-gallon pail. (Tip: Upgrade your
old mixing stick to a paint-mixing wand on a cordless drill.)
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Adjustment of agitation shouldn’t be overlooked. Some
agitation systems are far more vigorous than others. Some
chemicals require much more agitation than average, while others
require care not to foam. More is not necessarily better. And a
setting that is ideal for a certain application may cause trouble
with another. “Enough but not too much.” Excess aeration can put
so much air into the liquid it interferes with volume measurement,
preventing you from achieving your rate target.

CLEANING
Most spray systems will accumulate chemical debris within
their circuits. As helpful as triple rinsing and flushing solutions are,
they don’t eliminate the value of physical inspection & cleaning.
The most common areas for residue are the spray control valves.
In addition to chemical residue tainting your app, debris can
damage your valve seats and actuator mechanism.
Equipment manufacturers recommend annual disassembly
and cleaning of the valves, but they don’t know how many
gallons you’re spraying each year. Some readers here will spray
several times more volume per year than others. Neither can the
manufacturers know other variables such as the types of product,
spray pressures/volumes, temperatures, and thoroughness of
premixing. These variables change from course to course and
Continued on page 22
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Positive-displacement pumps have taken over because they
have several advantages, including a wide range of pressure and
greater volume, and a linear relationship between speed and
volume allowing variation of groundspeed with consistent rate. A
new feature required by these pumps is a bypass valve on each
boom. There is needless confusion about this feature. When 1
boom is turned off, the volume that was flowing through those
nozzles now bypasses back to the tank. If the bypassed volume
is less, the system pressure will rise. If the bypassed volume is
greater, the system pressure will drop. Either will throw off the rate
of the remaining boom(s). The adjustable bypass valve ensures
an equal volume is bypassed. Obviously, this adjustment must
be changed when a switch is made to different volume nozzles.
Fortunately, 3 bypass valves can be adjusted in under 1 minute.
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even season to season. The only way to know how often your valve
control system needs to be opened and cleaned is by keeping
records of observations during periodic cleaning. Some operations
will benefit from more frequent cleaning than others.

NOZZLES
The range of nozzle designs can be bewildering. Some
designs maximize effectiveness of certain goals: systemic
application, contact application, and drift resistance. Other
designs are more flexible at multiple goals. Design features
include air-induction, which creates larger drops for increased
drift resistance, and twin jets in a single nozzle at different angles
to maximize leaf coverage. Product is too expensive to waste
with a one-nozzle-fits-all approach. Having multiple nozzle sets
does require an upfront investment. But like owning winter and
summer tires, they aren’t wearing out when they aren’t being
used, so you get the same value from each set through their
lifespan. The effectiveness of some nozzles, especially airinduction, can vary greatly depending on spray pressure. Follow
nozzle manufacturer’s recommendations.
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Take a couple minutes and perform a volume capture test
periodically on each nozzle. Depending on nozzle material and
the chemicals sprayed, the volume and the pattern of a nozzle
can change dramatically. It’s possible for every nozzle in a set to
increase rate 10 – 50% within 1 season. If coverage isn’t what
you expected, don’t assume your nozzles are still close to their
specified rate/flow.
Remember, an ounce of prevention is worth a gallon of cure.
Here’s to less product applied more effectively in shorter time.
Have a great season!
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